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"Capitalism for Kids" is an introduction to entrepreneurship. Karl Hess stresses how a person can

earn a profit in business while maintaining the highest possible standards of honesty and integrity.

Includes a self-test to help the reader determine how enterprising he/she really is, as well as an

excellent chapter on "Capitalism and Other Isms" that clearly defines capitalism, democratic

socialism, socialism, and communism. Although written with young people in mind, many adults will

benefit by reading this book, especially the section which was written specifically for parents and

teachers. Highly recommended. Ages 10 up."Entrepreneurs, even young entrepreneurs, know that

every new day is a new challenge. They know that learning must go on throughout life. They know

that learning is not just something you do in school. They know that you do it every day, with every

experience, if you are alert and thoughtful. They know that the ability to think includes the ability to

change, to adapt, to use new tools and information. Change, which may seem such a threat and a

danger to some people, will just seem a challenge and an opportunity to the entrepreneur." Karl

Hess, author.For an excellent companion volume see "Common Sense Business for Kids" also

available through .Table of Contents for "Capitalism for Kids"IntroductionFor Parents and

Teachers1. Money and You2. What Kind of Person Are You?3. Capitalism and Other Isms4. The

Wonderful World of Work5. Opportunity and the Computer6. The Family That Works Together7.

Investing Time and Dollars8. Are You a Volunteer?9. Education, Experience, and Enterprise10.

Laws, Liability, and Licenses11. Words of WisdomResources for Young EntrepreneursIndex
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"'Capitalism for Kids' is an outstanding introduction to entrepreneurship. I highly recommend this



book." Richard J. Maybury, author of the Uncle Eric series of books"...definitely the best book I have

ever seen directed to children on the theory of how to go into business for yourself... this book is

really absorbing reading." Mary Pride, The Teaching Home"I don't want to just half-heartedly

recommend this book among thousands of others out there that are worth reading. I want to urge

you, as strongly and sincerely as possible, to buy it and read it first for yourself. Only then give it to a

kid you like. Karl's book crystallizes thoughts that most people have had, but haven't thought out

fully. It washes away the foundations upon which fears and guilt are constructed over a lifetime; it

replaces them with ideas you always believed in intuitively but weren't quite sure how to defend.

This book is really great. Make sure it is available to your kids and yourself." --Douglas Casey,

author of Investing In Crisis (on the 1st edition of "Capitalism for Kids")"I don't want to just

half-heartedly recommend this book among thousands of others out there that are worth reading. I

want to urge you, as strongly and sincerely as possible, to buy it and read it first for yourself. Only

then give it to a kid you like. Karl's book crystallizes thoughts that most people have had, but haven't

thought out fully. It washes away the foundations upon which fears and guilt are constructed over a

lifetime; it replaces them with ideas you always believed in intuitively but weren't quite sure how to

defend. This book is really great. Make sure it is available to your kids and yourself." --Douglas

Casey, author of Investing In Crisis (on the 1st edition of "Capitalism for Kids")"...definitely the best

book I have ever seen directed to children on the theory of how to go into business for yourself...

this book is really absorbing reading." --Mary Pride, The Teaching Home

Karl Hess was an entrepreneur, journalist, solar home builder, welder, and sculptor. He was a

ghostwriter for several government people. He was a former editor of "Newsweek" and wrote

articles for "Harper", "National Review", "Mother Earth News", "New York Times", and "Rolling

Stone". He spoke at virtually all of the major U.S. universities and colleges. He appeared on such

television programs as "The Today Show", "Good Morning America" "Donahue" and "60 Minutes".

Mr. Hess wrote several books. Among them: "Science of Nature", "In a Cause That Will Triumph",

"Dear America", and "Neighborhood Power".

I bought it for my grand kids, but I thoroughly enjoyed reading it myself! It gave me a more clear

understanding about free enterprise and how to be a part of it. And how important it is to teach

children at a young age what self-reliance, independence, and freedom really mean. I recommend

this book to anyone 9 years old and up!



My son is usually a reluctant reader yet plowed through this book. Capitalism for Kids speaks to

directly to children and tells them to trust what they already know. Most children are natural

entrepeneurs and need only encouragement to pursue their passions. This is a must read for

parents and their children and will lead to hours of discussion. Make this a permanent addition to

your library.

Great book for young or older kids; even adults can glean from this book!!

Good little book to help your kids understand the basics of money.

Excellent Book. It gives kids examples of Capitalism and other -isms. It provides a platform for

discussion and may even make you think about some of your own ideas. Much more interesting

than a dry economics book.

Send a copy to your local government K-12 school. Most schools don'thave classes on starting your

own business sadly. This is a greateasy to read book for kids and adults will learn plenty too.

I would recommend this book for all young kids in learning what capitalism is. Most kids don't have a

clue what made our country great.

I hope our grandson will learn the way the world works in the world of business. I think he is a little

genius in this area allready.
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